PEOPLE PUTTIN' PEOPLE DOWN
John Prine

Intro:
[B]        [E]        [B]        [F#]
B                                    E
PEOPLE WHO ARE SAD - SOMETIMES THEY WEAR A FROWN
                                                        E
AND PEOPLE WHO ARE KINGS - SOMETIMES THEY WEAR A CROWN
                                                        B
BUT ALL THE PEOPLE WHO DON'T FIT
                                                        B
[ F# ]                                           B
GET THE ONLY FUN THEY GET FROM PEOPLE PUTTIN' PEOPLE DOWN
E                     B
PEOPLE PUTTIN' PEOPLE DOWN
B                                    E
PEOPLE WITHOUT LOVE - SOMETIMES BUILD A FENCE AROUND
                                                        E
THE GARDEN UP ABOVE - THAT MAKES THE WHOLE WORLD GO 'ROUND
                                                        B
BUT ALL THE PEOPLE WHO DON'T FIT
                                                        B
[ F# ]                                           B
GET THE ONLY FUN THEY GET FROM PEOPLE PUTTIN' PEOPLE DOWN
E                     B     B7
PEOPLE PUTTIN' PEOPLE DOWN
E  B         F#       E    F# B
SO COLD, SOMETIMES IT GETS SO COLD
B                                    E
YOU MAY LOSE YOUR WIFE - YOU MAY LOSE YOUR FAMILY
                                                        E
YOU MAY LOSE YOUR MIND - JUST TO KEEP YOUR SANITY
                                                        B
BUT THE PEOPLE WHO DON'T FIT GET THE ONLY FUN THEY GET
                                                        B
E                     B     E                     B
FROM PEOPLE PUTTIN' PEOPLE DOWN; PEOPLE PUTTIN' PEOPLE DOWN
B                                    E
PEOPLE THAT ARE GLAD - SOMETIMES THEY WEAR A SMILE
                                                        E
AND PEOPLE WITHOUT DREAMS THEY WALK THE EXTRA MILE
                                                        B
[ F# ]                                           B
BUT ALL THE PEOPLE WHO DON'T FIT GET THE ONLY FUN THEY GET
                                                        B
E                     B     E                     B
FROM PEOPLE PUTTIN' PEOPLE DOWN; PEOPLE PUTTIN' PEOPLE DOWN
E  B         F#       E    F# B
SO COLD, SOMETIMES IT GETS SO COLD
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